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Europe’s fresh
produce trade: five
key insights
Published this week, Fruit Logistica’s
latest European Statistics Handbook is free to download
he latest issue of Fruit Logistica’s
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As a result, industry players can access
valuable information free of charge and
use it to make better business decisions.
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Handbook 2022 from the Fruit Logistica
website.
As the industry prepares to return to
Berlin for the world's leading fresh
produce trade fair on 5-7 April 2022, the
publication has been expanded this year to
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Croatia,

Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania.
The latter four EU members in southeastern Europe hold great production
potential that has been, up until now, only
partially tapped.
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Producers and traders are therefore in a
Here are five important takeaways from

more secure position than they were one

the European Statistics Handbook 2022:

year ago, despite the price increases.

1. Following a slump in off-trade demand
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Higher energy prices are a concern for
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